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Abstract: Highway merging points are critical elements due to the interactions between merging
vehicles and following vehicles on the outermost lane of the highway stream. Such interactions could
have significant implications for safety and capacity at ramp locations. The aim of this study was to
investigate the spacing adjustment behavior by the interacting drivers at merging locations. In this
regard, we relied on the NGSIM trajectory dataset to investigate the impacts of the speed difference
between the following and merging vehicles on a space headway, considering different geometric
designs and vehicle classes. Nonlinear regression models were estimated to analyze the interactions.
The results showed a significant and exponential tendency for headway reduction, particularly
when the difference in speed was higher than 30 km/h. In addition, the findings revealed that the
highway with an auxiliary lane performed better in terms of headway reduction. Furthermore, the
space headway reduction trend was higher when the following vehicle was a truck rather than a car.
Policymakers and practitioners aiming to improve road safety at merging locations could use this
study’s findings. The resulting parameters can also be utilized in microsimulation models, e.g., for
headway adjustment behavior in car-following models.

Keywords: safety distance; merging vehicles; on-ramps; NGSIM data; space headway; nonlinear models

1. Introduction

On-ramp merging locations are considered critical elements of highways due to the
interactions between merging vehicles and vehicles on the right lane of the highway
stream [1]. Previous studies have shown that the probability of rear-end crashes increases
within these sections, since both traffic streams travel at different speeds [2,3]. The most
common type of road traffic crash (RTC) is also the rear-end crash, accounting for almost
30% of all crashes [4]. When it comes to freeway crashes, around 15% of the total crashes
occurred in the ramp-freeway area in California, United States [5]. The higher the speed
difference between following and merging vehicles, the higher the severity of such rear-end
or sideswipe crashes would be at these locations.

In this regard, many researchers have examined different contributory factors associ-
ated with safety at on-/off-ramp locations. For instance, Wang et al. [6] explored the main
factors that contribute to injury severity at 231 freeway exit points in Florida using crash
data. The study found that the number of lanes on mainstream and/or ramps, length of
auxiliary lanes, light/weather conditions, vehicle type, average daily traffic and surface
conditions, etc., were the main contributory factors in injury severity at such locations.

In cases where on-ramp drivers merge with lower speeds compared to the speeds
of the following drivers, the latter have to make headway and speed adjustments to
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accommodate merging vehicles. However, drivers often fail to maintain adequate gaps [7]
and also overestimate safety when following another vehicle [8]. In this regard, the presence
of an auxiliary lane could allow merging vehicles to accelerate and minimize interference
with through traffic [9]. Lee and Abdel-Aty [10] found a negative correlation between
the length of ramps and fatal/severe injuries. Longer acceleration lanes allow merging
drivers to accelerate before converging into the right through-lane. Daamen et al. [11]
presented the distribution of merging locations under free-flow and merging conditions.
The authors found that merging vehicles accept smaller gaps at the end of the auxiliary
lane compared to the gaps accepted at the beginning part of the auxiliary lane. Kondyli
and Elefteriadou [12] studied driving behavior at merging locations in a field experiment
using an instrumented vehicle. They found that merging drivers utilized the acceleration
lane length on tapered on-ramps at a higher percentage compared to the parallel design.
Moreover, when merging into the mainstream highway lanes, drivers on the tapered on-
ramps attained higher speeds. In another study, Chen et al. evaluated the performance of
left-side off-ramps using historical crash data [13]. The study results showed that compared
to the location with an additional optional lane, the conflict rates were higher at the location
with two exclusive off-ramps. In addition, the study indicated a lower safety level at left-
side off-ramps, as they produced higher average crash counts, crash rates and severe crash
percentages. Another study showed that right-turning lanes on two-lane trunk highways
eliminated rear-end crashes [14].

Another factor could be the merging drivers’ perception of the speed of their fellow
vehicles. Wu et al. [15] investigated perceived vehicle speeds from the driving perspective
using video clips of naturalistic driving recordings. They found that with the increase in
image size, participants underestimated the driving speed. Not only the perceived speed,
but also the actual acceleration/deceleration capacity varies between the different types
of vehicles. For instance, Bokare & Maurya [16] found that the maximum deceleration
rate was significantly higher for diesel and petrol cars compared to trucks. The authors
further observed that in most of the cases, the maximum deceleration rates increased
with an increase in the approach speed of the vehicles. Similar results were observed in
another study comparing the acceleration/deceleration rates of different types of vehicles
at signalized intersections [17]. The results indicated that compared to two/three-wheelers
and cars, trucks require a relatively higher time to decelerate.

In this study, we considered the Next-Generation Simulation (NGSIM) open-source
dataset collected on two different highway segments [18]. The NGSIM trajectory dataset
has been widely used to analyze and predict macroscopic as well as microscopic aspects of
traffic-flow phenomena, such as understanding congestion phenomena through fundamen-
tal diagrams [19], calibrating and validating lane-changing models [20–22], car-following
models [23–26], queue estimations [27,28], etc. To the best of our knowledge and extensive
literature search, the impact of speed difference (i.e., between following mainstream and on-
ramp merging vehicles) on space headways when considering vehicle type and geometric
design has never been studied using real world data including the NGSIM datasets. This
study fills that gap in the literature by analyzing the safety of merging vehicles considering
the speed difference, different geometric designs (with/without an auxiliary lane) and
vehicle types.

The main objective of this study is to investigate the space headway (or spacing)
adjustment behavior by the drivers who are interacting, i.e., following vehicles on the
main highway and merging vehicles at on-ramp locations. In particular, the impacts of
the speed difference between the following and merging vehicles will be studied in detail
using the NGSIM trajectory dataset. Given the level of speed differences between the
vehicles on the main highway and on the ramp, the headway-adjusting behavior could
be significantly different at on-ramp locations compared to general cases. Further, this
behavior and the associated parameters, i.e., headway and speed differences, could have
important implications for safety as well as capacity at ramp locations. To this end, we
formulate the following hypotheses:
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1. The higher the speed difference between the following and merging vehicle, the
greater the reduction in space headway would be.

2. Space headway reduction is higher for highways without an auxiliary lane.
3. Space headway reduction is higher if the following vehicle is a truck.

The outcome of the study would not only allow practitioners to improve safety at
highway merging points but also can be used to enhance microscopic traffic simulation
models, e.g., headway adjustment behavior in car-following models [29], and to calibrate
and validate them.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Dataset

The Federal Highway Administration of the U.S. Department of Transportation col-
lected the NGSIM dataset at four different locations, including two highway segments
and two arterial segments [18]. For the purpose of this study, we considered the datasets
associated with the two highways, i.e., US-101, also known as Hollywood freeway, in Los
Angeles and I-80 in the San Francisco Bay area. As illustrated in Figure 1, the study area of
the US-101 is around 640 m in length and contains five mainstream lanes throughout the
section. An additional auxiliary lane is present between the on-ramp and the off-ramp. The
speed limit on the US-101 highway was 55 mph at the time of data collection. On the other
hand, the study area of the I-80 is around 500 m in length, contains six mainstream lanes
and is without a separate auxiliary lane present between the on-ramp and off-ramp (see
Figure 2). The speed limit on the I-80 highway was 65 mph at the time of data collection.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of highway: I-80.

2.2. Features Selection and Data Extraction

The vehicle trajectory data are transcribed from videos and are available for every one-
tenth of a second in Microsoft Excel and Text Document formats. Each column of the Excel
or Text documents represents an attribute. The trajectory data include 18 different attributes,
such as vehicle IDs, longitudinal position along the road, lateral position, current lane
position, speed, acceleration/deceleration, space headways and time headways relative to
other vehicles, etc. [18]. All the attributes and their definitions are presented in Table A1 in
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Appendix A. In total, the trajectory data were available for 12,473 vehicles, i.e., 6014 vehicles
on the US-101 and 6459 vehicles on the I-80 highways.

For the sake of this study, we were only interested in the interactions between the
on-ramp merging vehicles and the following vehicles that were driving on the outermost
lane of the mainstream. In this regard, first of all, we filtered the data for on-ramp vehicles
by using the Lane-ID attribute. Further filtration was performed for only vehicles that
merge into the highway, since there were some cases where on-ramp vehicles used the
auxiliary lane and took the exit at the off-ramp. In addition, at the merging point, we also
filtered the data for cases where a following vehicle was present in the same lane using
the “Following” attribute of the data. After the filtration, a total of 428 such interactions
were captured from both datasets. Extracted data for each interaction include position (sm,
sf), speed (vm, vf), space headways at merging point (hmer), minimum space headways
achieved along the study area (hmin) and the vehicle class of both vehicles. The extracted
data were used to calculate the speed difference between the following and merging
vehicles [vd = vf − vm] as well as the reduction in space headways that happened in each
interaction [hd = hmer − hmin]. The calculated values for the variable “reduction in space
headway” (hd) were always greater than or equal to zero.

Out of the total interactions, 13 interactions were removed based on (one of) the
following criteria: (a) extreme outliers in terms of the speed difference between the merging
and following vehicles, i.e., the following vehicle was driving with a much lower speed and
was in the free flow condition. These cases were removed because there was no potential
interaction between the two vehicles and the inclusion of such cases could bias the study
results. (b) Cases where either the following or merging vehicles changed their lanes just
after the interaction occurred. Thus, a total of 415 interactions were considered for the
analyses. Figure 3 summarizes the 415 interactions in terms of highways, following vehicle
class and merging vehicle class. It can be seen that most of the interactions were between
auto-auto, followed by truck-auto.
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2.3. Statistical Analysis

Descriptive analyses were conducted to report the overall trajectories characteristics.
In addition, a bubble plot (a modified form of scatter plot) and correlation analysis were
used to understand the trend between the response variable and predictor. The trend
showed exponential relationships; therefore, exponential nonlinear regression models
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were conducted to estimate the impact of speed difference on headway reductions. The
exponential regression models are widely used to estimate nonlinear relationships [30].
A general form of an exponential regression model for a single predictor can be written
as follows [30]:

y = αeγx + ε (1)

where y is the response variable, x is the predictor, α and γ are unknown parameters and ε
is the error term N (0, σ2).

To conduct the statistics, we relied on SPSS Statistics Version 28 and Minitab Statistical
Software. The significance level was set to p < 0.05 for the correlation analyses. In terms of
nonlinear models, p-values cannot be computed since nonlinear equations can take many
different forms. Instead, the confidence interval for each parameter estimate can be used to
determine if the interval range is feasible and indicates a significant effect [31].

The results will be organized in four different sections: (a) descriptive statistics of the
extracted interactions together with the correlation figures; (b) results from the exponential
regression model considering overall interactions; (c) comparison of both highways; and
(d) comparison of following vehicle class.

3. Results
3.1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Tests

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of the speed difference between the following
and merging vehicles (vf − vm) and the reduction in space headway (hmer − hmin). It can
be read from the table that space headway (in m) significantly reduced when considering
overall data (t(414) = 12.1, p < 0.001). The headway reduction was higher for I-80 compared
to US-101. On the other hand, the mean speed difference on I-80 (0.6 kph) was higher
compared to US-101 (−3.8 kph). This means that at the merging point, the mean speed of
the merging vehicles was higher than the mean speed of the following vehicles on US-101.
This could be because an auxiliary lane was present on the US-101 highway, allowing
drivers to accelerate before the first interaction occurred.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics.

Highway Type and Statistics Speed Difference
(vd = vf − vm)

Reduction in Space Headway
(hd = hmer − hmin)

US-101

Mean −3.8 kph 2.6 m
St. Dev 6.7 0.4
T-stat 8.9 8.7

p-value <0.001 <0.001

I-80

Mean 0.6 kph 4.0 m
St. Dev 7.6 5.9
T-stat −0.9 8.6

p-value 0.355 <0.001

Total

Mean −2.1 kph 3.1 m
St. Dev 7.4 5.3
T-stat 5.7 12.1

p-value <0.001 <0.001

To see the trend between vd and hd, a bubble plot was plotted for the data, together
with the Pearson Correlation test (see Figure 4). The results from the Pearson correlation
confirmed a moderate to strong positive correlation (r(413) = 0.416) between the two vari-
ables [32], which was significantly greater than zero (p < 0.01) [33]. It can be visualized from
the bubble plot that the data follow a nonlinear trend between the two variables. Thus, the
most commonly used exponential regression model was used to estimate the reduction in
space headway. Five different models were estimated: the main model considering the
total interactions; two separate models for interactions that occurred on each highway; and
two separate models for the two vehicle classes (i.e., auto and truck).
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3.2. Main Exponential Regression Model Considering the Overall Interactions

Table 2 shows the results from the exponential regression model considering the overall
interactions (n = 415). In this regard, hd was used as a response variable, while vd was
considered as a predicting variable. The estimation results seem plausible as the parameters
have the correct signs and the lower and upper bounds of the corresponding confidence
interval lie in the same quadrant of the plot, which indicates a significant effect [31].
Additionally, the overall model goodness-of-fit statistic is within an acceptable range.

Table 2. Results from exponential regression model for overall interactions.

Parameter Estimate Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound

α 3.270 0.249 2.781 3.758
γ 0.074 0.006 0.063 0.085

R-squared = 0.209

The fitted exponential regression function is illustrated in Figure 5. The vertical dashed
line in the figure represents the point at which the difference in speed between the following
and merging vehicles was zero at the point of the first interaction. It can be seen that the
function follows an exponential trend after the difference in speed becomes higher than
30 km/h. Based on the model results, the reduction in space headways reaches 30 m at
vd = 30 km/h, 50 m at vd = 37 km/h and 100 m at vd = 46 km/h.
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3.3. Highway

Two separate exponential regression models were estimated for both highways inde-
pendently (see Table 3). In total, the estimated model for US-101 includes 250 interactions,
while the model for I-80 includes 165 interactions. Again, both models performed satis-
factorily, i.e., the corresponding confidence interval for each parameter lies in the same
quadrant, indicating significant effects.

Table 3. Results from exponential regression models—both highways.

Highway Parameter Estimate Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound

US-101
A 3.067 0.330 2.417 3.718
Γ 0.101 0.017 0.069 0.134

R-squared = 0.123

I-80
A 3.435 0.407 2.632 4.239
Γ 0.070 0.008 0.055 0.085

R-squared = 0.276

To understand the difference between the two highways, both functions were plotted
together, as shown in Figure 6. It can be seen from the figure that the reduction in headway
for I-80 follows a steeper exponential trend compared to US-101. The reduction in space
headway for the I-80 highway reaches 30 m at vd = 23 km/h, 50 m at vd = 28 km/h and
100 m at vd = 35 km/h. When it comes to the US-101, space headway reduction becomes
30 m at vd = 31 km/h, 50 m at vd = 39 km/h and 100 m at vd = 49 km/h.
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Figure 6. Fitted exponential regression functions—both highways.

3.4. Following Class

To analyze the difference between the two following vehicle classes (i.e., auto and
truck), two separate exponential regression models were estimated, as shown in Table 4.
In this regard, a total of 388 interactions were included in the “Auto” category while
27 interactions were included in the “Truck” category. It is important to mention that
both models performed satisfactorily. The lower and upper bounds of the corresponding
confidence interval for each parameter possessed the same signs (positive) showing that
they lie in the same quadrant. This indicates the significant effects of both parameters
used in each model. In addition, the r-squared values were 0.203 and 0.361 for “Auto” and
“Truck”, respectively.
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Table 4. Results from exponential regression models—following vehicle class.

Vehicle Class Parameter Estimate Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound

Auto
α 3.351 0.263 2.833 3.868
γ 0.073 0.006 0.061 0.084

R-squared = 0.203

Truck
α 1.640 0.548 0.511 2.768
γ 0.164 0.072 0.016 0.312

R-squared = 0.361

Next, the regression functions were plotted together for both models, as illustrated
in Figure 7. As shown, a higher space headway reduction trend was estimated if the
following vehicle was a truck compared to if it was an auto. For instance, for a speed
difference (vf − vm) of 20 km/h, the space headway reduces up to 44 m for the “following
vehicle = truck” compared to 14.3 m for the “following vehicle = auto”.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

This study aimed at investigating the impact of speed differences on space headway-
adjustment behavior at highway merging sections. To achieve this key aim of the study, we
formulated three hypotheses considering the overall interactions, two different highway
on-ramps and vehicle class. The NGSIM trajectory data from two different highways
were filtered for interactions between the on-ramp merging and following vehicles on the
outermost lane of the mainstream.

Results from the Pearson correlation showed a significant positive correlation between
the speed difference and headway reduction. This is indeed obvious if only physical
parameters are considered. However, these relations could vary due to several factors, such
as driving behavior itself [34], the geometric design of on-ramps [9], posted speed limit
on the road [35], vehicle type and driver perception of safety [15,36], other environmental
factors [37], etc. Therefore, it is important to understand the headway reduction trend
considering real world cases, such as the NGSIM trajectories. The characteristics of the
data allowed us to estimate nonlinear models for such interactions. The model showed a
significant and exponential trend of headway reduction, especially when the difference in
speed was higher than 30 km/h. This indicates the importance of harmonizing the speeds
of the merging and following vehicles at highway merging locations [38]. Using active
traffic management strategies, a maximum appropriate speed limit can be used to lower the
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speed difference of such interactions [39,40]. Another method could be motivating drivers
to maintain safe and larger space headways with merging vehicles, such as using active
gap metering signalization [41].

Our results showed that the highway US-101 performed better compared to I-80, i.e., a
higher space headway reduction represents a lower level of road safety at I-80. This could
be due to the fact that US-101 was equipped with an auxiliary lane, allowing drivers to
merge safely [10]. In this context, simulation studies indicated that introducing a parallel
auxiliary lane could reduce the conflict frequency by more than 80 percent compared to
the tapered merge area [42]. In cases where the introduction of an auxiliary lane is not
feasible, dynamic merge control strategies can be used on the mainstream before merging
locations—for instance, to motivate outermost lane drivers to change their lane and/or
reduce their speed as per lane-specific variable speed limits [43].

Regarding the vehicle class of the following vehicle, we found that the space headway
reduction was higher for trucks compared to autos. This finding corroborates the fact that
due to the higher momentum (mass * velocity), trucks require a relatively longer time
to decelerate [17]. In addition, the merging drivers’ perceptions about the speed of the
following vehicle could also play an important role in accepting relatively smaller gaps
since the speed of larger vehicles could be underestimated [15]. Therefore, it may not
be appropriate to set uniform speed limits for autos and trucks considering the different
physical and maneuverability characteristics of these two types. To address this issue and
reduce the speed difference between following trucks and merging vehicles, differential
speed limits can be set for trucks and cars, with trucks having lower posted speed limits [44].

The results of this study are important, since it considers real world interactions at
merging locations under different geometric designs and vehicle classes. The outcomes of
this study could be beneficial for policymakers and practitioners aiming to enhance road
safety, as well as efficiency at merging locations. The resulting parameters and the empirical
relationships can be used to improve microsimulation models for headway adjustment
behavior, e.g., in car-following models as well as for validating and calibrating such models.

This study is not without limitations. The sample size used in the study was not
very large; 415 interactions were considered for the analyses. However, based on the
available datasets and filtration criteria, these were the only interactions that were obtained.
Furthermore, vehicle class was not considered for merging vehicles, since the distribution
of trucks and two-wheelers was too small. Finally, only two geometric settings, i.e., with
and without auxiliary lane, were available in the data for comparison purposes.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Attributes and their definitions.

Attribute Label Attribute Definition

Vehicle_ID A unique vehicle ID (integer) ascending by entry to the section
Frame_ID Frame ID (integer) ascending by start time
Total_Frames Total number of frames (integer) in which the vehicle appears in the data
Global_Time Elapsed time in milliseconds (integer) since 1 January 1970

Local_X Lateral coordinate of the front center of the vehicle with respect to the
left-most edge of the section in the driving direction (in feet)

Local_Y Longitudinal coordinate of the front center of the vehicle with respect to the
start of the section in traveling direction (in feet)

Global_X X Coordinate for the front center of the vehicle based on CA State
Plane III in NAD83 (in feet)

Global_Y Y Coordinate for the front center of the vehicle based on CA State
Plane III in NAD83 (in feet)

v_Length Vehicle length (in feet)
v_Width Vehicle width (in feet)
v_Class Vehicle type (integer): 1—motorcycle; 2—auto; 3—truck
v_Vel Vehicle instantaneous speed (feet/second)
v_Acc Vehicle instantaneous acceleration (feet/second2)

Lane_ID
Current lane position of the vehicle (integer): 1 represents the farthest left
lane, 5 represents the farthest right lane, 6 represents the auxiliary lane and
7 represents the on-ramp lane

Preceding Vehicle ID of the lead vehicle in the same lane. “0” represents no lead vehicle
in the study section in the same lane.

Following Vehicle ID of the following vehicle in the same lane. “0” represents no
following vehicle in the study section in the same lane

Space_Headway The distance between the front center of a vehicle to the front center of the
preceding vehicle (in feet)

Time_Headway The temporal difference between the front center of a vehicle (at the speed of
the vehicle) to the front center of the preceding vehicle (in seconds)
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